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A healthy term baby boy, delivered vaginally, was presented
on the day of his birth with erosive skin lesions on both upper
limbs. He had four demarcated erosions of less than 1 cm
diameter in a bilateral symmetrical distribution to the hand and
wrist dorsi (fig 1). The baby was observed sucking on these
areas of skin ex utero. There were no further skin lesions of
note. His mother had no history of infection or bullous disease.
A venous blood sample taken from the baby for full blood count,
C reactive protein, and blood culture was negative for evidence
of infection.

Lesion on the left hand dorsum

What is the diagnosis?

Answer
Congenital sucking blisters.
These are an uncommon but recognised phenomenon that may
present as vesicles or bullae. Alternatively, they may appear
only as demarcated erosions.1 The lesions are present at birth,
and are caused by excessive sucking by the fetus in utero. They
are typically located at the dorsal or radial aspect of the wrists,
hands, or fingers. Occasionally, lesions may occur on the feet
or on the lips.2 The neonate is characteristically seen to continue
sucking on the affected areas ex utero. Congenital sucking
blisters are a benign phenomenon and should resolve
spontaneously within days to weeks.
The incidence of congenital sucking blisters is approximately
0.42%, although some studies suggest an incidence as high as
10.3%.2-5

Key features include: an otherwise well baby, typical distribution
of the lesions (as described here), and the absence of maternal
bullous disease or infection. Notable differentials are neonatal
infection (eg, Staphylococcus aureus bacteria) and bullous
disease.

Learning point
Congenital sucking blisters are benign and typically resolve
without treatment in days to weeks.

Patient outcome
Following delivery, the mother reported that she did not notice
the infant sucking on the areas concerned. At follow-up at 20
months, she described the baby as having faint scars where the
lesions had been. He was otherwise healthy.
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